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Rotation-reversal symmetries in crystals and
handed structures
Venkatraman Gopalan1* and Daniel B. Litvin2

Symmetry is a powerful framework to perceive and predict the physical world. The structure of materials is described by a
combination of rotations, rotation-inversions and translational symmetries. By recognizing the reversal of static structural
rotations between clockwise and counterclockwise directions as a distinct symmetry operation, here we show that there are
many more structural symmetries than are currently recognized in right- or left-handed helices, spirals, and in antidistorted
structures composed equally of rotations of both handedness. For example, we show that many antidistorted perovskites
possess twice the number of symmetry elements as conventionally identified. These new ‘roto’ symmetries predict new forms
for ‘roto’ properties that relate to static rotations, such as rotoelectricity, piezorotation, and rotomagnetism. They enable a
symmetry-based search for new phenomena, such as multiferroicity involving a coupling of spins, electric polarization and
static rotations. This work is relevant to structure–property relationships in all materials and structures with static rotations.

An introduction to the fields of materials science and
solid-state physics typically begins with a discussion of
spatial and temporal symmetries in crystal structures, which

serves as the foundation for structure–property relationships in
materials1. The symmetry of an object is a set of operations, called
a symmetry group, which brings the object into self-congruence.
The spatial symmetry operations of translation, rotation, and
rotation-inversion, give rise to 32 crystallographic point groups and
230 crystallographic space groups2–4. The addition of a time-reversal
operation 1′ that inverts time and hence magnetic moments
(Fig. 1a,b), extends the symmetry groups to an additional 90 mag-
netic point groups and 1,421 magnetic space groups that describe
magnetic structures5. These crystallographic and magnetic symme-
tries will be referred to as conventional symmetries, to distinguish
them from roto symmetries. Of the many such parity operations
that can be defined to switch between two states of a given property
of the atoms, inversion, 1̄, (which inverts spatial coordinates about
a point) and time reversal 1′ are of particular significance. Figure 1c
shows how these symmetries transform polar (such as an electric
dipole) and axial (such as a spin) vectors. Using only 1̄ and 1′ would
however leave one entry blank in Fig. 1c: although 1̄ can invert
all polar vectors and 1′ can invert time-dependent polar or axial
vectors, neither 1′ nor 1̄ can invert a time-independent axial vector,
such as those that describe static rotations, the subject of this Article.
Consequently, to complete Fig. 1c we introduce a new operation,
denoted by 1Φ , which inverts time-independent axial vectors.

This new antisymmetry operation 1Φ , named rotation-reversal
symmetry, reverses the sense of static rotations in structures such
as in Fig. 1d,e. Static structural distortions are typically described
by normal mode analysis6–8. We illustrate by example that 1Φ can
identify new roto symmetry groups corresponding to the primary
normal modes of static rotations, and that these roto groups
introduce additional symmetry elements to the conventional
symmetry group. Furthermore, we show that roto symmetries
can predict changes to the conventional forms of roto property
tensors that relate static rotations to physical quantities such as
temperature, fields, and stress. Denev et al.9 suggested that the two
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states of rotation of oxygen octahedra in an antidistorted perovskite
of strontium titanate were related by the time-reversal symmetry
operation 1′, which helped explain an unexpected nonlinear optical
response observed experimentally below the antidistortion phase
transition. By using time-reversal symmetry and a conventional
magnetic point group to describe such an optical property tensor,
they implicitly assumed that the rotations were dynamic, and that
1′ and (presently introduced) 1Φ acted identically on the measured
optical property tensor, that is 1′ ≡ 1Φ . Although this assumption
may hold true in special cases such as dynamic rotations, it need not
hold true in general, as time reversal cannot describe the symmetry
of static rotations in a structure, and thus this prior work does not
complete the missing entry in Fig. 1c.

Consider Fig. 1d for example. It shows a finite planar antidis-
torted structure constructed of four molecules in two orientations,
+Φ and −Φ, about a rotation axis, coloured blue and orange
respectively. The positions of the atoms in the upper-left square
are denoted by the position vectors r1 through r4 defined from
its rotation axis. The conventional crystallographic point group
symmetry of this planar array of atoms at the origin (0, 0) of the
structure is mxmy2z , where subscripts indicate the orientations of
the mirror (m) and two-fold rotation axis. Following the labelling
scheme by Opechowski4 (see Methods), the atom arrangement in
Fig. 1d can be assigned the classification label,

(mxmy2z ;r1,r2,r3,r4) (1)

That is, all the atoms of this arrangement can be obtained by
applying the operations of the group mxmy2z to the four atoms at
positions r1 through r4. The rotation angle of each motif can be
described by the static rotational moment given by the axial vector,
8(r)∼ r̂i× r̂i ′, which is a small common static rotation angle Φ
of a set of atoms, indexed i (= 1–4 in Fig. 1c,d), about a given
axis passing through the centre of mass of the set of atoms being
rotated. The unit position vectors r̂i and r̂i ′ represent positions of
atoms, i, before and after the static rotations, respectively, as shown
in Fig. 1d. The vector 8(r) is thus an axial vector with magnitude
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Figure 1 | Rotation-reversal symmetry and other antisymmetry
operations. Where the colours of atoms in a denote the orientation of
magnetic spins,+M (blue, spin up, left-handed loop) and−M (orange, spin
down, right-handed loop), the time-reversal symmetry operation 1′ will
switch them to−M and+M, respectively, as in b. c, Operations that reverse
vectors (polar or axial, and time dependent or static) are shown. In addition
to the spatial inversion, 1̄, and time reversal, 1′, required to complete this
table, a new operation, namely the rotation-reversal symmetry operation,
1Φ , is required. If the colours of two sets of molecules (dashed squares), as
in d, denote static rotations,+Φ and−Φ, the rotation-reversal symmetry
operation 1Φ switches them to−Φ and+Φ, respectively, as in e.

Φ and a direction along the rotation axis, given by the right
hand rule. We define 1Φ , defined formally in the Supplementary
Discussion S1, as an operation that reverses the sign of Φ→−Φ
without translating the centre of mass of the relevant set of atoms.
(In this sense, 1Φ is distinct from other spatial symmetries such as
say a mirror or a two-fold rotation axis that might also invert a
static rotation, but may also in general translate the centre of mass
of the rotating motifs in space.) Thus 1Φ transforms the structure
between Fig. 1d and e. Then 4zΦ , a conventional four-fold rotation
about z followed by 1Φ , and located at the origin (0,0), is also a
symmetry of this structure. The atom arrangement of Fig. 1d can
now be labelled as

(4zΦmxmxy
Φ
;r1,r2) (2)

where the subscript xy indicates the 〈110〉 directions. The group in
equation (2) contains twice the number of symmetry elements as
the group in equation (1) (eight versus four). More information on
the geometric structure of the arrangement is now stored within
the symmetry group. As a consequence, additional information
that is needed in the form of atomic positions, r decreases from
classification label (1) to (2). Note the striking similarity to Fig. 1a,
where the point group without time-reversal symmetry, 1′, is
mxmy2z , and with 1′ is 4z ′mxmxy

′, resulting in twice the number of
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Figure 2 | Roto groups and property classification. a, Based on the
presence or absence of the three antisymmetry operations, 1Φ , 1̄, 1′ eight
types of groups are defined: triple grey (TG), magneto (M), roto (R),
magneto-roto (MR), polar (P), magneto-polar (MP), roto-polar (RP), and
magneto-roto-polar (MRP). The number x of the MR groups is presently
unknown. b, The number of point groups (PGs) that are invariant groups of
a net (non-zero) spin, a net static rotation, and a net electric polarization,
and combinations thereof, is given. A list of these point groups is given in
the Supplementary Table S1.

symmetry elements. Such isomorphism provides a useful method
for determining the roto symmetries of structures with static
rotations (such as Fig. 1d), by first finding the symmetry of an
isomorphic magnetic structure (as in Fig. 1a) followed by replacing
time reversal with rotation reversal in the symmetry operations (see
Methods section). The additional roto symmetries are important
because they can lead to additional constraints in the prediction
of physical properties.

We now generalize the classical 32 point groups and 230
space groups by combining the elements of these groups with the
operations 1′, 1Φ , and 1′Φ = 1′ · 1Φ . The resulting new 624 roto
point groups and 17,807 roto space groups are isomorphic to the
double antisymmetry point groups and space groups10,11. In Fig. 2a,
we have subdivided these groups into eight subtypes according to
whether or not the groups contain as elements each of the three
operations 1′, 1Φ , and 1̄. Note the isomorphism again between M
and R groups, and similarly between MP and RP groups. In Fig. 2b
and Supplementary Table S1, we list roto point groups that are
invariance groups of a net (non-zero) spin, a net static rotation, a
net electric polarization, or combinations thereof. Note that there
are 42 roto point groups that will allow a simultaneous presence of
both a net spin and a net electric polarization12, whereas only 20 of
these groups possess a net static rotation as well.

We next discuss octahedral (X6) rotations (also called
antidistortive tilts), which are the most common phase transitions
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Figure 3 | Symmetries in antidistorted cubic perovskite lattices.
Antidistorted octahedra are shown disconnected for clarity. The Glazer
rotation a+0 a

+

0 c
+

0 is depicted in a, where orange and aqua correspond to
left- and right-handed rotations of octahedra, respectively, about the axes.
Loops with arrows indicate the sense of rotation, and number of loops
indicates the magnitude of rotation. The exploded symmetries in b reveal
that whereas the conventional space group symmetry is Immm1′, the
complete roto space group symmetry is I4Φ/mmmΦ1′. Panel c shows
a+0 a
+

0 c
+

0 with magnetic spins inside each octahedron, with an exploded
view of its symmetries in d. The conventional space group symmetry is
Im′m′m, but the complete roto space group symmetry is I4Φ/mm′m′Φ .

in perovskite structures, ABX3, where A and B are cations
and X an anion. An example of a non-magnetic antidistorted
structure in a cubic perovskite structure is shown in Fig. 3a.
Note that the neighbouring octahedra share atoms (not shown),
and the application of 1Φ to such cases is discussed in the
Supplementary Discussion S1. Such structures are conventionally
described by Glazer notation (Methods section) as a+0 a

+

0 c
+

0 (ref. 13),
and by the orthorhombic space group, Immm1′. However, we
identify the roto space group for this structure as the tetragonal
R-group, I4Φ/mmmΦ1′ (Fig. 3b), which has twice the number
of elements as compared with Immm1′. Supplementary Table S2
lists 69 antidistorted structures and their newly derived R-group
symmetries. Note for example that Immm1′ applies to many
structures, such as a+0 b

+

0 c
+

0 , a
0
0b
+

0 c
+

0 and a+0 a
+

0 c
+

0 whereas the roto
symmetry group classification clearly distinguishes these three.
Figure 3c shows an example of anMR-group symmetry by depicting
a magnetic perovskite structure with a+0 a

+

0 c
+

0 distortions. The
conventional space group description is the magnetic group,
Im′m′m, but the roto group assignment is I4Φ/mm′m′Φ .

As an example of the normal mode analysis by including 1Φ ,
consider NaNbO3, which has a conventional room temperature
space group symmetry of Pbcm1′ (ref. 14), which arises from the
symmetry intersection of the two primary octahedral antidistortion
rotation modes: R4+ (Imma1′ with a−0 a

−

0 c
0
0 Glazer tilts) and

T4 (I4/mcm1′, with alternating a00a
0
0c
−

0 and a00a
0
0c
+

0 Glazer tilts).
We determine their new roto space group symmetries to be
R4+ (CImΦmm1′) and T4 (PI4/mmΦmΦ1′). The intersection of
these two symmetries gives a roto R-group symmetry for NaNbO3
of CPmΦcm1′, which has twice the number of symmetry elements
as the conventional group Pbcm1′. Similarly, the static distortions
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Figure 4 | Symmetries in helices and spirals. A solenoid can possess
(a) static left-handed winding (orange), and carries a charge current
(yellow arrows). The 1Φ symmetry only switches the static winding. The 1′

symmetry only switches the charge current. The 1′Φ symmetry switches
both. A single infinite helix, (b) with a pitch of3, and a general infinite
double helix, (c) with arbitrary shift between the two helices in the z
direction, both have a roto point group of (∞/mΦ)mΦ2. A finite continuous
helix with integral windings, (d) has a roto point group of mΦmΦ2. A finite
planar spiral, (e), has a roto point group of mmΦ2Φ . A single left-handed
infinite helix, (f) with 32 screw axis with fractional atom positions at 0, 1/3,
and 2/3 of the pitch is transformed by the 1Φ operation to right-handed 31

as in g. The complete roto point group is (6̄Φ/mΦ)mΦ2.

in polar bismuth ferrite, BiFeO3, have an RP symmetry group of
RR3mΦ1′ (ignoring spins), and MP symmetry (ignoring rotations,
but allowing canting) of Cc or Cc ′ for spins in or perpendicular
to the c-glide plane, respectively15. The respective composite MRP-
group symmetry is Cc or Cc ′.

The symmetry framework presented here is applicable to any
structure that possesses handedness, including helices16, spirals17
and crystals composed of them as motifs (for example protein
crystals). The position vector r(Φ) describing the winding of a
continuous helix or a spiral about its axis can be represented as

r(Φ)= acosΦx̂+asinΦŷ+b|Φ|ẑ (Helix) (3)

r(Φ)= c|Φ|cosΦx̂+ c|Φ|sinΦŷ (Spiral) (4)
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Table 1 | Roto property tensors and their symmetry. Each ‘roto’ property tensor, Q, is named and then defined below it.

Properties vanish under Rank of property tensors

First Second Third Fourth

1Φ and 1′Φ Static rotations Linear rotoelectricity Piezorotation Piezorotoelectricity
Φi Pi=QijΦj Φi=Qijkσjk Pi=QijklσjkΦl

1′ and 1′Φ Double curl of M Rototorroidalmagnetism Quadratic rotomagnetism Quadratic rotomagnetoelectricity
Qi= (∇×∇×M)i (∇×M)i=QijΦj Mi=QijkΦjΦk Pi=QijklΦjΦkMl

1′ and 1Φ Toroidal magnetism Linear rotomagnetism Linear rotomagnetoelectricity Piezorotomagnetism
Qi= (∇×M)i Mi=QijΦj Pi=QijkΦjMk Mi=QijklσjkΦl

None Inverse DM interaction Rotomagnetic canting Quadratic rotoelectricity Rotostriction
Qi= (r12×M1×M2)i (L×M)i=QijΦj Pi=QijkΦjΦk εij=QijklΦkΦl

Variables are defined as follows: 8—static rotation, P—polarization, M—magnetization, r12—distance vector between magnetic moments M1 at location 1 and M2at location 2, L=M1−M2 , M=M1+M2 ,
σ—stress, ε—strain. Subscripts i,j,k,l indicate the component, and can each be one of the three orthogonal coordinates x,y, or z. The property tensors in each row vanish under the symmetry operations
listed at the far left of each row.

where Φ is the rotation angle around the helical or spiral axes, a is
the radius of the helix and b=3helix/2π and c=3spiral/2π are related
to the pitch 3 of the helix and the spiral, respectively. When 1Φ

operates on these functions, the functions transform from r(Φ)→
r(−Φ), and in the process transform a right-handed helix or spiral
into a left-handed helix or spiral without translating its centre of
mass in space. (Note that although a mirror or inversion operation
may also reverse the handedness of a single helix or spiral, in a crystal
composed of many helices, such as protein crystals, they will also
translate them.) A helix has no conventional mirror or inversion
symmetry. However, a left-handed helix (Fig. 4a) is related to a
right-handed helix by the operation 1Φ . A continuous infinite
single helix (Fig. 4b) and a double helix (Fig. 4c, Supplementary
Discussion S5) have a roto point group of (∞/mΦ)mΦ2 versus
a conventional point group ∞2. Note that 1̄Φ is a symmetry
element of these helices. If a charge current is flowing through a
helix (Fig. 4a), the roto point group symmetry is (∞/m′Φ)m′Φ2′.
A continuous helix of finite length with integral windings (Fig. 4d)
has a roto point group symmetry of mΦmΦ2 versus a conventional
point group of 2. A planar spiral (Fig. 4e) has a roto point group
symmetry of mmΦ2Φ versus a conventional point group of m.
A left- and a right-handed screw 31 (Fig. 4f,g and Supplementary
Discussion S4) are related by 1Φ , and have a roto point group of
(6̄Φ/mΦ)mΦ2 instead of a conventional point group of 32.

Next, we discuss the property consequences of roto symmetry.
Table 1 classifies a range of roto properties based on symmetry.
Early mentions of ‘roto’ properties in literature include rotooptic
effect by Nye18 and rotostriction by Haun19. The most commonly
reported roto properties are those that are invariant to 1Φ , Supple-
mentary Discussion S2, including rotostriction19, quadratic20 and
biquadratic19 rotoelectricity, and rotomagnetoelectricity21, to name
a few. The properties that are more rare in literature are those that
invert under 1Φ , including linear rotoelectricity22, piezorotation23,
electrogyration24, chiral sum frequency generation25, toroidal
magnetism26, and linear rotomagnetism27.

The new symmetries often predict additional changes to ‘roto’
tensors from those predicted by conventional symmetry. The
conjugate field for a static rotation Φ is a torque, τ , defined as
τ =−∂U/∂Φ, whereU is the relevant energy interaction term. This
torque τ ismacroscopic whenΦ ismacroscopic, such as in a handed
crystal or in a material undergoing a twisting shear distortion. For
such a structure possessing a net macroscopic static axial vector,
8, the roto point group can be used to predict the form of roto
tensor properties (seeMethods section). Consider the piezorotation
tensor (Table 1), or the direct rotoelectric tensor (Pi=Qijkτjk) that
describes a polarization, Pi, induced by a twisting deformation
τjk , or the quadratic electrorotation tensor (Φi =QijkEjEk), or the
electrogyration tensor (1gjk = QijkEi) describing a change in the

optical activity tensor g with an electric field, E , all of which
have the same forms. Conventional point group symmetry of 32
for a quartz crystal predicts two independent coefficients, namely,
−Q11 =Q12 =Q26/2, and Q25 =−Q14, whereas the corresponding
roto point group symmetry of (6̄Φ/mΦ)mΦ2 predicts−Q11=Q12=

Q26/2, and Q14=Q25= 0.
In the antidistorted structure of Fig. 3a,b, 8(r) is a local

order parameter, as octahedral rotations are not invariant under
continuous translations in this structure; thus we employ a space
group analysis instead (see Supplementary Discussion S3). The
piezorotation property tensor is then predicted by the conventional
Immm1′ group to have three non-zero independent coefficients,
Q14 6=Q25 6=Q36. However, the complete tetragonal space group of
I4Φ/mmmΦ1′ predicts only one non-zero independent coefficient,
Q14 = −Q25, with Q36 = 0. Similarly, when considering the MR
group in Fig. 3c,d, for example, the conventional global point
group of m′m′m predicts a linear rotomagnetic tensor with two
non-zero independent coefficients, Q12 6= Q21. In contrast, the
completeMR-point group assignment of 4Φ/mm′m′Φ predicts only
one, namely, Q12=Q21.

The introduction of the rotation-reversal symmetry operation,
1Φ , completes the set of antisymmetry operations along with
inversion, 1̄, and time reversal, 1′, that allow a reversal of all vector
quantities, both polar and axial, as well as static and dynamic.
This leads to the discovery of new symmetries in structures
with static rotations, and in turn leads to new roto point and
space group symmetries of well-known structures such as helices,
spirals, and antidistorted crystals, introducing more symmetry
than conventional symmetry assignments. A direct consequence
of these new symmetries is their applicability to predicting the
form of a wide range of roto properties (Table 1) that relate to
static rotations in materials. For example, many property tensor
coefficients believed to be non-zero using conventional symmetry
may in fact be zero if roto symmetry is considered, such as the
electrogyration coefficient Q14 of the very common quartz crystal.
In the search for a fully coupled ferroelectric ferromagnet, one
may consider a mechanism of static rotations mediating a linear
coupling between ferroelectric and ferromagnetic polarizations
through a simultaneous presence of linear rotoelectricity and linear
rotomagnetism (Table 1). Roto symmetry predicts that only 23 roto
point groups (Table 1) need be explored: 1, m, m′, mΦ , m′Φ , 2,
2′, 2Φ , 2′Φ , 2m′Φm′Φ , 4, 4m′Φm′Φ , 3, 3m′Φ , 6, 6m′Φm′Φ , 2m′m′,
4Φ , 4m′m′, 4Φm′Φm′, 3m′, 6Φ , and 6m′m′. This list suggests some
general trends in looking for such a multiferroic coupling: (1) pure
rotational groups suggest exploring handed molecules and crystals,
(2) low symmetry triclinic and monoclinic groups, and (3) groups
where the symmetry of the magnetic substructure (ignoring static
rotations) mimics (that is, is isomorphic to) the symmetry of the
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static rotational substructure (ignoring spins), such as m′Φ , and
other similar ones containing symmetry operations associated with
both time-reversal and rotation-reversal operations.

As 1Φ reverses the sign of a mathematical cross product between
two vectors (see Methods section), which is very common in
describing physical quantities such as the curl of a vector field,
it is applicable to a large number of physical properties. As
static rotations are abundant in physical1,5,12,13,21–27 chemical16,25,28,
biological17,29 and engineering17,30 disciplines, we expect that
the new symmetries discovered in this article will have broad
interdisciplinary relevance.

Methods
Opechowski notation. An atom arrangement can be assigned a classification
label4 (F;r1,r2,...,rn) where F is a symmetry group of the atom arrangement and
all the atoms of the arrangement can be obtained by applying the operations of
F to the atomic positions r1, r2,...,rn. If one were first to subdivide all the atoms
into Wyckoff sets, then this set of positions r1,r2,...,rn would be one position
from each Wyckoff set.

The action of 1Φ on a vector cross product. The direction of the cross product
of two vectors A and B, given as A×B= ABsinΦn̂, is proportional to the
sign of the angle Φ between them, and hence will reverse sign under the 1Φ

operation, that is

1Φ(A×B)=ABsin(−Φ)n̂=−ABsin(Φ)n̂=−(A×B) (5)

Glazer notation. In the Glazer notation, for example a+0 a
+

0 c
−

0 , of tilted perovskites,
letters indicate themagnitude of rotation of octahedra about each axis. aac indicates
equal magnitude of rotation about x- and y-axes and a different magnitude of
rotation about the z axis. A positive or negative superscript indicates that adjacent
octahedral rotations along that axis are, respectively, the same or alternate. A zero
superscript indicates no rotation about that axis. A positive (+), negative (−), or
zero (0) subscript, as for example in a0

+
a0
+
c−0 , indicates a positive, negative, or zero

displacement of the central cation along the respective axis.

Method to find the roto symmetries of the antidistorted cubic structures. To
find the symmetries of antidistorted cubic perovskite structures, for example,
one can take advantage of the isomorphism between roto (R or RP) groups
and conventional magnetic groups (M or MP). One can replace every rotated
octahedron by a corresponding spin placed at its centre of mass, and thus
create an isomorphic magnetic structure, the magnetic symmetry of which
can be determined by the method given below. (1) The first step is to find
all the elements of Pm3̄m1′ which are symmetries of the magnetic structure.
(a) Because we consider antidistorted perovskite structures, all translations
of P2a,2b,2c are symmetries. (b) Check if a translation of the following set
{(1,0,0)(0,1,0)(0,0,1)(1,1,0)(1,0,1)(0,1,1)(1,1,1)} by itself or coupled with 1′ is
a symmetry. These symmetries along with P2a,2b,2c define the magnetic translational
group MT of the structure. (c) Check if a rotation R by itself or coupled with 1′
and/or a translation of the above set not inMT is a symmetry of the antidistorted
structure. (d) All symmetries obtained give the magnetic group of the antidistorted
structure. (2) To find which magnetic space group type this is: either (a) change
the coordinate system and origin so that group becomes identical to a standard
setting of a conventional magnetic group, and/or (b) draw a symmetry diagram
and compare it with standard drawings.

In general, if static rotations, magnetism, and electric polarization coexist
in a structure, split it into substructures: a rotational substructure that ignores
polarization and magnetic spins, a magnetic substructure that ignores polarization
and static rotations, and a polarization substructure that ignores spins and static
rotations. Find the symmetry groups that describe each of these substructures.
Find the intersection of the resulting three symmetry groups, which should
determine the overall symmetry of the original structure. For example, the MR
roto space group of Fig. 3c is I4Φ/mm′m′Φ , which is the intersection of the roto
space group P4/mm′m′1Φ of the magnetic substructure (ignoring static rotations)
and the roto space group I4Φ/mmmΦ1′ of the rotational substructure (ignoring
magnetic structure).

Coordinate transformation rules for roto tensors involving macroscopic
properties. We consider the case where the magnetization vector M, electric
dipole vector P, and the static rotation vector 8 are macroscopic properties, that
is the material has a net (non-zero) component of these properties. In such a
case, the consideration of point group operations is sufficient, and translational
symmetries can be ignored.

In this case, the transformation properties of the magnetization vector
M, electric dipole vector P, and the static rotation vector 8 under the
operations of time inversion 1′ are (M,P,8)→ (−M,P,8), under spatial
inversion 1̄ are (M,P,8)→ (M,−P,8), and under rotation inversion 1Φ are
(M,P,8)→ (M,P,−8). Let a denote an operation of a roto point group.

The transformation properties of the components of the vectorsM,P, and 8 under
the a from the original coordinate system (superscript o) to the new coordinate
system (superscript n) are as follows:

M n
i = (±)′|a|aijM o

j (6)

Pn
i = aijPo

j (7)

Φn
i = (±)Φ |a|aijΦo

j (8)

where aij is the matrix of the transformation of the coordinate system, |aij |
is the determinant of aij , (±)′ equals −1 if a contains time inversion 1′ and
+1 if not, and (±)Φ equals −1 if a contains rotation inversion 1Φ , and +1
if not. The transformation rules of the roto property tensors Qijkl... in Table 1
follow from the above:

For row 1,Table 1 :Qn
ijkl...= (±)Φ |a|aipajqakrals...Qo

pqrs... (9)

For row 2,Table 1 :Qn
ijkl...= (±)′|a|aipajqakrals...Qo

pqrs... (10)

For row 3,Table 1 :Qn
ijkl...= (±)′(±)Φaipajqakrals...Qo

pqrs... (11)

For row 4,Table 1 :Qn
ijkl...= aipajqakrals...Qo

pqrs... (12)
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Supplementary Figure 1 | An infinite 2-dimensional crystal lattice formed by treating Fig. 1d as 

a unit cell.  The red arrow indicates the symmetry operation (1 | t)! where t is a translation of half 

a unit cell in the direction of the arrow.  The red color of the arrow indicates the 1!  operation. 
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Supplementary Table 1 | List of roto point groups indicated in Figure 2b that are invariance 

groups of non-zero (net) spin (S), non-zero (net) electric polarization (P), non-zero (net) static 

rotation (Φ), and combinations thereof. 

Net Spin, S  Net Static Rotation, Φ  
1 
11!  
1  
11!  

1!  

 m 
 m1!  
 m' 
m!  
!m1!  
!m !  

 2 
21!  
 2' 
2!  

!2 1!  
!2 !  
2 /m  
2 /m1!  
2! /m  
2 /m!  

2! /m!  

!2 / !m  
!2 / !m1!  
!2 ! / !m !  

!2 ! / !m  
!2 / !m !  

m! !m ! !2
m! !m !2 !  
m !m !2  
m !m !2 1!  
m !m ! !2 !  

2 !m !m  
2 !m !m1!  
2 !m ! !m !

 
2! !m ! !m
2 !2 !2  
2 !2 !2 1!  

2 !2 ! !2 !  
2! !2 ! !2  

m !m !m
m !m !m1!  
m !m ! !m !  

m! !m !m  
m !m ! !m  
m! !m ! !m  
m! !m ! !m !   
4 
41!  

4!  
4  
41!  
4!  

4 /m  
4 /m1!  
4! /m  
4 /m!  
4! /m!  

4 !m !m  
4! !m ! !m  
4 !m ! !m !  

4 !m !m1!  
4 !2 !m  
4 !2 !m1!  
4 !2 ! !m !  

4! !2 ! !m  
4! !2 !m !  

4 !2 !2  
4 !2 !2 1!  

4 !2 ! !2 !  

4! !2 ! !2  
4 /m !m !m  
4 /m !m !m1!  
4 /m !m ! !m !  

4 /m! !mm  
4! /m !m ! !m  

4! /m! !m ! !m  

4 /m! !m ! !m !  

3 
 

31!  
3  
31!  

3!  
3! !m  
3! !m !   
3 !m  
3 !m1!  
3 !m !  
3 !2  
3 !2 1!   
3 !2 !  
3 !m  
3 !m1!  
3 !m !  

6  
61!  

6!  
6  
61!  

6!  
6 /m  
6 /m1!  
6! /m  
6! /m!  

6 /m!  
6 !2 !m  
6 !2 !m1!  
6 !2 ! !m !  

6! !2 ! !m  

6! !2 !m !  

6 !m !m  

6 !m !m1!  

6 !m ! !m !  
6! !m ! !m  
6! !2 ! !2  
6 !2 !2  
6 !2 !2 1!  
 

6 !2 ! !2 !
 

6 /m !m !m  
6 /m !m !m !

 
6 /m !m ! !m !  

6 /m! !m !m  
6! /m !m ! !m  
6! /m! !m !m !  
6 /m! !m !m!  

1 
1 !1  
1  
1 !1  

!1  

 m 
 m !1  
m!  
!m  

m! !1  
!m !  

 2 
2 !1  
2!  
!2  

2! !1  
!2 !  
2 /m  
2 /m !1  
!2 /m  
2 / !m  

!2 / !m  

2! /m!  
2! /m! !1  
!2 ! / !m !  

!2 ! /m!  
2! / !m !  
!m !m ! 2!  
!mm! !2 !  

mm! 2!  
mm! 2! !1  
m !m ! !2 !  

2m!m!  
2m!m! !1  
2 !m ! !m !  
!2 !m !m!  
22!2!  
22!2! !1  

2 !2 ! !2 !  
!2 !2 !2!  

 

mm!m!

mm!m! !1  
m !m ! !m !  

!mm!m!  
m !m !m!  
!m !m !m!

 
!m !m ! !m !   

4 
4 !1  

!4  
4  
4 !1  
!4  

4 /m  
4 /m !1  
!4 /m  
4 / !m  
!4 / !m  

4m!m!  
!4 !m !m!  
4 !m ! !m !  

4m!m! !1  
42!m!  
42!m! !1  
4 !2 ! !m !  

!4 !2 !m!  
!4 2! !m !  

42!2!  
42!2! !1  

4 !2 ! !2 !  

!4 !2 !2!  
4 /mm!m!  
4 /mm!m! !1  
4 /m !m ! !m !  

4 / !mm!m  
!4 /m !m !m!  

!4 / !m !m !m!  

4 / !m !m ! !m !  

3 
3 !1  

3  
3 !1  

!3  
!3m!

 
!3 !m !   
3m!  
3m! !1  
3 !m !  
32!  
32! !1   
3 !2 !  
3m!

 
3m! !1  
3 !m !  

6  
6 !1  

!6  
6  
6 !1  

!6  
6 /m  
6 /m !1  
!6 /m  
!6 / !m  

6 / !m  
62!m!  
62!m! !1  
6 !2 ! !m !  

!6 !2 !m!  

!6 2! !m !  

6m!m!  

6m!m! !1  

6 !m ! !m !  
!6 !m !m!  
!6 !2 !2!  
62!2!  
62!2! !1  
6 !2 ! !2 !  
6 /mm!m!  

6 /mm! !m !
 

6 /m !m ! !m !  

6 / !mm!m!  
!6 /m !m !m!  
!6 / !mm! !m !  
6 / !m !m ! !m  
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Net Electric Polarization, P  S+P P+Φ  Φ+S Φ+P+S 
1  
1 !1  
11!  

1 !1!  

1 !1 1!  

m  
m!  
m !1  
m1!  

m !1!  
m !1 1!  
!m  
!m1!  

!m !1!  

!m !  
m! !1  
2  
2!  
2 !1  
21!  

2 !1!  
2 !1 1!  
!2  
!2 1!  

!2 !1!  

!2 !  
2! !1  
m !m !2  
m !m !2 1!  

m !m !2 !1!  

m !m ! !2 !   
m! !m !2 !  
m! !m ! !2  
2mm  
2mm !1  
2mm1!  

2mm !1 1!  

2mm !1!  
2 !m !m  
2 !m !m1!  

2 !m !m !1!  
2!mm!  

2!mm! !1  

2m!m!  

2m!m! !1  

2 !m ! !m !  

2! !m ! !m  
4  
4!  

4! !1  
4 !1  
41!  

4 !1!  
4 !1 1!  
!4  
!4 1!  

!4 !1!  

!4 !  
4mm  
4mm !1  
4mm1!  

4mm !1 1!  

4mm !1!  
4 !m !m  
4 !m !m !1!  
!4 m !m1!  

!4 m !m !1!  
!4 m !m  
4 !m !m1!  

4!mm!  

4!mm! !1  

4m!m!  

4m!m! !1  
4 !m ! !m !  

!4 !m !m !  

4! !m ! !m  
!4 !m! !m  
!4 !m !m!  

3  
3 !1  
31!  

3 !1!  
3m  
3m !1  
3m1!  

3m !1 1!  

3m !1!  
3 !m  
3 !m1!  

3 !m !1!  

3 !1 1!  

3m!  

3m! !1  
3 !m !  
6  
6!  

6! !1  
6 !1  
61!  

6 !1 1!  
6 !1!  

!6  
!6 1!  

!6 !1!  

!6 !  
6mm  
6mm !1  
6mm !1!  
6 !m !m  
6 !m !m !1!  
6 !m !m1!  
!6 !mm  
!6 !mm !1!  
!6 !mm1!  
6mm1!  

6mm !1 1!  

6!mm!  

6!mm! !1  

6m!m!  

6m!m! !1  
6 !m ! !m !  

!6 ! !m !m   
6! !m ! !m  
!6 ! !mm!  
!6 !m !m!  

 

1  
11!  
m  
m1!  
!m  
!m1!  

m!  

!m !  

2  
21!  
!2  
2!  
!2 1!  

!2 !  
m !m !2  
m !m !2 1!  
m !m ! !2 !  

m! !m !2 !  
m! !m ! !2  
2 !m ! !m !  

2 !m !m  
2 !m !m1!  

2! !m ! !m  

4  
41!  

4!  
4 !m !m  
4 !m !m1!  

4 !m ! !m !  

4! !m ! !m  
3  
31!  

3 !m  
3 !m1!  

3 !m !  
6  
61!  

6!  
6 !m !m  
6 !m !m1!  
6 !m ! !m !  
6! !m ! !m  
 

1  
1 !1  
m  
m !1  
!m  

m!  
m! !1  
!m !  
2  
2 !1  
!2  
2!  
2! !1  
!2 !  
mm! 2!  
mm! 2! !1  
m !m ! !2 !  
m! !m !2 !  
m! !m ! !2  
2! !m ! !m  
2 !m ! !m !  

2m!m!  
2m!m! !1  
4  
4 !1  
!4  
4m!m!  
4m!m! !1  
4 !m ! !m !  
!4 !m !m!  
3  
3 !1  
3m!  

3m! !1  
3 !m !  
6  
6 !1  
!6  
6m!m!  
6m!m! !1  
6 !m ! !m !  
!6 !m !m!  

 

1  
1  
m  
!m  

m!  

!m !  
2  
!2  
2!  

!2 !  
2 /m  
!2 / !m  
2! /m!  

!2 ! / !m !  

m !m ! !m !  

!m !m !m!  
2 !2 ! !2 !  

!2 !2 !2!  
!mm! !2 !  
!2 !m !m!  
m !m ! !2 !  
!m !m ! 2!  
2 !m ! !m !  
4  
4  
4 /m  
4 !2 ! !m !  

4 !m ! !m !  

4 !2 ! !2 !  
4 /m !m ! !m !  

3  
3  
3 !2 !  
3 !m !  

3 !m !  
6  
6  
6 /m  
6 !2 ! !m !  

6 !m ! !m !  

6 !2 ! !2 !  
6 /m !m ! !m !  
 

1  
m  
!m  

m!  

!m !  
2  
!2  
2!  

!2 !  

m !m ! !2 !  
!mm! !2 !  
!2 !m !m!  
2 !m ! !m !  

!m !m ! 2!  
4  
4 !m ! !m !  
3  
3 !m !  
6  
6 !m ! !m !  
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Supplementary Table 2.   
Antidistortions in non-magnetic cubic system 

! 

m3 m  and its subgroups and their roto space groups 
(SG).  
Glazer Tilt   Conventional 

SG 
Roto  
SG 

Glazer Tilt   Conventional 
SG 

Roto  
SG 

1.  a0+b0+c0+  Immm1ʹ′         Immm1ʹ′             24. a00a00c+0  

! 

P4mm " 1  P4mm !1 1!  

2.  a0+a0+c0+  Immm1ʹ′         I4! /mmm! !1  25. a+0a+0c00  

! 

Amm2 " 1  Amm2 !1 1!  

3.  a0+a0+a0+  

! 

Im3 " 1           Im3m! !1  26. a+0a+0a+0  

! 

R3m " 1  R3m !1 1!  

4.  a0+b0+c0!  Pmmn1ʹ′         P2cmmn1ʹ′           27. a+0b+0c00  

! 

Pm " 1  Pm !1 1!  

5.  a0+a0+c0!  

! 

P42 /nmc " 1     P2c4
! / nmm! !1   28. a+0a+0c+0  

! 

Cm " 1  Cm !1 1!          

6.  a0+b0+b0!  

! 

Pmmn " 1          P2cmmn1ʹ′            29. a+0b+0c+0  

! 

P1 " 1  P1 !1 1!  

7.  a0+a0+a0!  

! 

P42 /nmc " 1     P2c4
! / nmm! !1  30. a0+b00c+0  

! 

Amm2 " 1  

! 

PAmm2 " 1  

8.  a0+b0!c0!  

! 

P21 /m " 1          

! 

P2a21 /m " 1             31. a00a00c++  

! 

P4bm " 1  PP4
!mm! !1  

9.  a0+a0!c0!  

! 

P21 /m " 1          

! 

P2a21 /m " 1             32. a+0a+0c0+  

! 

Pmc21 " 1  APmm
! 2! !1  

10.a0+b0!b0!  

! 

Pnma " 1           Cpm
!c!m !1  33. a+0a+0c++  

! 

Pc " 1  !!!1′ 

11.a0+a0!a0!  

! 

Pnma " 1           Cpm
!c!m !1  34. a+0b+0c0+  

! 

Pm " 1  

! 

Pm " 1  

12.a0!b0!c0!  

! 

P1 " 1                 

! 

P2s1 " 1                     35. a00b+0c++  

! 

Cm " 1  

! 

PCm " 1  

13.a0!b0!b0!  

! 

C2 /c " 1            Cp2
! /m! !1  36. a+0b+0c++  

! 

P1 " 1  

! 

P1 " 1  

14.a0!a0!a0!  

! 

R3 c " 1              RR 3m
! !1  37. a++a++a++  

! 

R3 " 1  R3m! !1  

15.a00b0+c0+  Immm1ʹ′          

! 

CImmm " 1             38. a0+a0+c+0  

! 

I4mm " 1  

! 

PI 4mm " 1  

16.a00b0+b0+  

! 

I4 /mmm " 1      

! 

PI 4 /mmm " 1         39. a++a++c00  

! 

Fmm2 " 1  

! 

PFmm2 " 1  

17.a00b0+c0!  

! 

Cmcm " 1          

! 

PAmma " 1          40. a++a++c+0  

! 

Cm " 1  

! 

PCm " 1  

18.a00b0+b0!  

! 

Cmcm " 1          

! 

PAmma " 1             41. a0+b0+c++  

! 

Imm2 " 1  

! 

Imm2 " 1  

19.a00b0!c0!  C2/m1ʹ′           

! 

PC2 /m " 1              42. a0+b++c++  

! 

Cm " 1  

! 

Cm " 1  

20.a00b0!b0!  

! 

Imma " 1           CIm
!mm !1  43. 

! 

a+
+b+

+c+
+ 

! 

P1 " 1  

! 

P1 " 1  

21.a00a00c0+  

! 

P4 /mbm " 1     PP4
! /mmm! !1  44. 

! 

a+
"a+

"a+
" 

! 

R3c " 1  RR3m
! !1  

22.a00a00c0!  

! 

I4 /mcm " 1      PI 4 /mm
!m! !1  45. a0!b00c+0  

! 

Fmm2 " 1  

! 

PFmm2 " 1  

23.a0
0a0

0a0
0  Pm3m !1  Pm3m !1 1!  46. a0

0a0
0c+

!  I4cm !1  PI 4m
!m! !1  
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Glazer Tilt Conventional 

SG 

Roto  

SG 

Glazer Tilt   Conventional 

SG 

Roto  

SG 

47.a+0a+0c0!  

! 

Ima2 " 1  AIm
!m! 2 !1  59. a00b0+c+!  

! 

Amm2 " 1  

! 

PAmm2 " 1  

48.a0!a0!c+0  

! 

Ima2 " 1  CIm
!m2! !1  60. a00b0!c++  

! 

Cmc21 " 1  

! 

PCmc21 " 1  

49.a+!a+!c00  

! 

Ima2 " 1  AIm
!m! 2 !1  61. a+0b++c0!  

! 

Cc " 1  

! 

PCc " 1  

50.a+!a!!c00  

! 

Imm2 " 1  

! 

AImm2 " 1  62. a0+a0+c+!  

! 

P42mc " 1  P2c4
!mm! !1  

51.a+!a!!c0!  

! 

C2 " 1  

! 

C2c2 " 1  63. a++a++c0!  

! 

Aba2 " 1  A2ab
!m! 2 !1  

52.a0!b0!c+0  

! 

C2 " 1  

! 

PC2 " 1  64. a0!a0!c++  

! 

Pna21 " 1  Cpm
!c! 21 !1  

53.a+0b+0c0!   

! 

Cm " 1  

! 

PCm " 1  65. a+!a+!c0+  

! 

Pmc21 " 1  APmm
! 2! !1  

54.a+!a!!c+0  

! 

Cm " 1  

! 

PCm " 1  66. a!!a+!c0+  

! 

Pmn21 " 1  APma
! 2! !1  

55.

! 

a+
"a+

"c+
"  

! 

Cc " 1  C2cm
! !1  67. 

! 

a"
"a+

"c+
+  

! 

Pc " 1  !!!1′ 

56. a+!b+!c00  

! 

Cm " 1  

! 

PCm " 1  68. a0!b0!c++  

! 

P21 " 1  

! 

P2a21 " 1  

57. 

! 

a+
"b+

"c+
" 

! 

P1 " 1  

! 

P2s1 " 1  69. a+!b+!c0+  

! 

Pm " 1  

! 

P2am " 1  

58. a0!b0+c+0  

! 

Ama2 " 1  

! 

PAma2 " 1     
 

Table 2 | Conventional and roto space group assignments for (1) the 23 non-magnetic Glazer1 

antidistortive tilt rotation systems (#s 1-23) arising from a cubic perovskite structure, and (2) the 

46 polar derivatives (#s 23-69) given by Howard et al 2.  Each Glazer system marked in yellow is 

one of a pair of systems, e.g. #17 and #18, which have identical conventional and roto space 

group assignments. All the systems marked in blue have another structure with the same 

conventional space group assignment but distinct roto space group assignments (e.g. #55 and 

#61).  
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Supplementary Discussion 1 

Generalization of Space Group Symmetry with 1!  

 A symmetry of a crystal is an operation which acts on the crystal's atom arrangement and 

induces a permutation of the atoms.  This operation thus leaves the crystal's atom arrangement 

invariant. We consider here crystals made up of identical subunits called molecules that exist in 

two equally populated orientations. Neighbouring molecules may or may not share atoms. For 

example, consider an infinite 2-dimensional crystal structure formed by repeated translations in 

the [100] and [010] directions, of the structure (treated as a unit cell) shown in Fig. 1d. The 

molecule is defined as the set of atoms at locations 1-through-4, with no two molecules sharing 

any atoms. One generalized space group operation is (1 | t)! , a translation "t" of the lattice by half 

a unit cell parameter in a <100> direction followed by a 1!   operation (See supplementary Figure 

1). This operation permutes the atoms of the crystal and is a generalized space group operation of 

the crystal.  

In general, the atoms composing the crystal will be considered as discrete points in space 

and consequently a mathematical model of the atom arrangement of a crystal with no two 

molecules sharing any atoms can be given by a scalar crystal density function ρ(r)   

!(r) = "(
k!j! r" rj

cm " rjk (n) )      Supplementary Equation 1 

where rj
cm is the center of mass position of the jth molecule and rjk(n) is the position vector of the 

kth atom in the jth molecule relative to the center of mass at rj
cm, and n = +1, -1 represents the two 

orientations of the jth molecule. An element of a space group G is denoted by 

! 

G = (R | v(R) + t)  

where R is a symmetry operation, v(R) the non-primitive translation associated with R, and t a 

primitive translation. The action of (R|v(R)+t) on an atomic position !(r! rj
cm ! rjk (n) )  is given by: 
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(R | v(R)+ t)!(r! rj
cm ! rjk (n) ) = !(r! Rrj

cm + v(R)+ t ! Rrjk (n) )   Supplementary Equation 2 

The atom arrangement is said to be invariant under the space group element 

! 

(R | v(R) + t), 

and the space group element is said to be a symmetry element of the crystal if the operation 

(R | v(R)+ t)  induces a permutation of the atoms of the crystal, i.e. (R | v(R)+ t)!(r) = !(r) .  

The set of all such symmetry elements constitutes the space group of the crystal. We introduce a 

switching operation, denoted by 1!  which acts to switch the orientation of the molecules:  

1! "(r) = #(
k!j! r" rj

cm " r
jk (1! n)

)      Supplementary Equation 3 

1! switches the orientation of the molecules, i.e. 1! n = !n . It follows then that (1! )2 =1  is an 

identity operation.  With this switching operation we generalize the space group symmetry of 

molecular crystals: We define two types of operations: R and R! = R.1! . The set of operations 

(R | v(R)+ t)  and (R! | v(R)+ t)  which induce permutations of the atoms of the crystal, i.e. the 

operations  

 (R | v(R)+ t)!(r) = !(r)  

(R! | v(R)+ t)!(r) = !(r)       Supplementary Equation 4 

constitute the generalized space group symmetry of the  crystal. These generalized space groups, 

where 1!  commutes with R, have two intrinsic properties: (1) Half the elements are coupled with 

the switching operation and half are not, and (2) These generalized groups have the same abstract 

mathematical structure as, and are isomorphic to magnetic groups.  

 

For crystals containing atoms shared by pairs of molecules, as in the antidistorted cubic 

perovskites depicted in Figures 3a-d, the above equations remain the same.   We note, though, 

that with the model used in Supplementary Eq. (1) with the summation ! j over all molecules and 
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the summation!k over all atoms of each molecule, shared atoms are double counted. That is, each 

shared atom is associated with two molecules, and there exists values of indices j, j', k, k', n, and 

n' such that!(r! rj
cm ! rjk (n) ) = !(r! r "j

cm ! r "j "k ( "n ) ) , and the shared atom is the kth atom of the jth 

molecule in its nth orientation and also the k'th atom of the j'th molecule in its n'th orientation. 

Supplementary Eqs. (4) again determines the  generalized space group symmetry of the crystal:  

 

Operations (R | v(R)+ t)  and (R! | v(R)+ t)are defined by Supplementary Eqs. (2) and (3) 

to act on each atom of the set of all atoms of the crystal: 

(R | v(R)+ t)!(r! rj
cm ! rjk (n) ) = !(r! Rrj

cm + v(R)+ t ! Rrjk (n) )      

(R! | v(R)+ t)!(r! rj
cm ! rjk (n) ) = !(r! Rrj

cm + v(R)+ t ! Rr
jk (1! n)

)
      

         Supplementary Equation 5 

 

Those operations (R | v(R)+ t)  and (R! | v(R)+ t) , which induce permutations of the atoms of the 

crystal and thus leave the atom arrangement invariant are symmetries of the crystal and the set of 

all such operations constitute the generalized space group symmetry of the crystal. 
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Supplementary Discussion 2. 

Defined roto properties in Table 1 and literature measurements in antidistorted perovskites 

The literature examples cited below are limited to antidistorted structures. Among the 

“roto” properties that are invariant under !1 , 1!  and !1!  (4th row of Table 1, main text), Haun3 

measured the coefficients of rotostriction tensor, Qijkl in the Pb(ZrxTi1-x)O3 (PZT) ferroelectric 

system, arising from the energy term Qijkl! ij"k"l  . Haun3 also measured the biquadratic 

rotoelectric tensor γijkl (without naming it), arising from the energy interaction term ! ijklPiPj"k"l . 

The converse quadratic rotoelectric tensor Qjkl = ! ijklPi
o  in Table 1 (main text) also arises from 

this interaction in a polar state with a spontaneous polarization, Pio .  In nanoscale multilayer 

PbTiO3/SrTiO3 films, the quadratic rotoelectric effect arising from the energy interaction, -

QijkPiΦjΦk was shown by Bousquet et. al. to lead to improper ferroelectricity through octahedral 

rotation4. The rotomagnetoelectric effect, arising from the energy term !QijkPi! j (L"M)k  gives 

rise to a coupled ferroelectric polarization, Pi, antiferromagnetic vector, L and weak magnetism 

through spin canting, M in multiferoic FeTiO3
5,6. The weak ferromagnetism in BiFeO3 arising 

from the rotomagnetic canting of the antiferromagnetic spins mediated by octahedral rotations Φi 

through the Dyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) energy interaction, !Qij!i (L"M) j
7 .  Quadratic 

pyrorotation tensor Qij, given by !i! j =Qij (Tc !T ) , is seen in materials below a rotational phase 

transition temperature, Tc such as in titanates8,9,10,11,12 and aluminates12. Similarly, quadratic 

hydrostatic rotation, i.e. rotation under pressure, p, defined by !i! j =Qij (p! pc ) , has been 

widely reported13,14,15,16.  An inverse DM interaction of the type  Pi ! (r12 "S1 "S2 )i  between 

spins at locations 1 and 2, separated by a vector r12 is observed to give rise to a polarization Pi in 

spin cycloidal ferroelectrics such as TbMnO3, DyMnO3, Ni3V2O8, CuFeO2, and 
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Ba0.5Sr1.5Zn2Fe12O22
17. Biquadratic rotomagnetic interaction (Qijkl!i! jMkMl ) is present in all 

magnetic materials with static rotations. 

The row 1 of Table 1 (main text) lists properties that invert under 1!  but are invariant 

under 1ʹ′, such as static octahedral rotations, Φi, in perovskites. The converse linear rotoelectric 

effect, Qjkl = ! ijklPi
o"k

o  arises from the quadratic rotoelectric effect biased by a spontaneous 

polarization, 

! 

Pi
o
 and a rotational distortion, !i

o . Both linear and quadratic rotoelectric effect 

contributions to a polarization anomaly at the antidistortive phase transition has been observed in 

ferroelectric Pb1-y(Zr1-xTix)1-yNbyO3
8,18.  A combination of linear and third order rotoelectric 

effects has also been shown as the source of improper ferroelectricity in YMnO3
19. A linear 

rotoelectric coupling where Qij = ! ijk"k
o

 has been predicted in Ca3Mn2O7, where !k
o  breaks both 

inversion ( 1 ) and rotation reversal (1! ) symmetries20. Direct rotoelectric effect has been 

observed, namely development of an electric polarization during a twisting deformation21.  

Linear hydrostatic rotation, defined as !i =Qi (p! pc )  is also reported above a critical pressure 

p>pc
22,23,24,25. Piezorotation has been predicted in LaAlO3 under biaxial strain26.  The magnitude 

and sign of superexchange interaction, -JijSiSj, between Mn atom spins in AMnF4 (A-alkali 

atoms) is dependent on the Mn-F-Mn tilt angles, which in turn is related to the octahedral 

rotations, Φ, as Jij =Qijk (!k !!k
o ) , which can be termed rotomagnetic exchange27.  Chiral optical 

sum frequency generation (SFG) is proportional to p1 ! (p2 "p3) , where p1,2,3 are three different 

electric dipole transition moments generated by the light fields. The cross product term inverts 

under 1! , hence its sensitivity to chirality28. Linear electrogyration effect involves a linear 

change in the optical gyration tensor, gij, in an optically active crystal in response to an electric 

field E29.   
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    The second row in Table 1 (main text) includes properties that invert under !1  but are 

invariant under 1! . Magnetoelectricity, piezomagnetism, and pyromagnetism are well known30. 

Double curl of magnetization occurs in Maxwell’s electromagnetic wave equation in matter31.  

Quadratic rotomagnetism is a manifestation of biquadratic rotomagnetism biased by a 

spontaneous magnetization, 

! 

Mi
o  (energy term, !QijklMi

oBj!k!l  ) in a magnetically ordered phase 

with rotational distortions.  Quadratic rotomagnetoelectricity can arise in antiferromagnetic 

magnetoelectrics such as FeTiO3
5,6 and BiFeO3

7 from the energy term !QijklmEi! j!kMlLm . 

The third row in Table 1 (main text) are properties that invert under both !1 and 1! , but 

are invariant under !1! . Toroidal magnetic moment was reported in LiCoPO4
32 BiFeO3 and 

FeTiO3
33 and others.  Linear rotomagnetism is a manifestation of biquadratic rotomagnetism 

biased by a spontaneous magnetization,  and spontaneous rotation, !i
o . For example, it is 

observed in Se1-xTexCuO3, where as octahedral rotations increase from x=1 to x=0, the saturation 

ferromagnetism increases linearly. Linear rotomagnetoelectricity can arise from the energy term 

!QijklmEi! j!k
oMlLm

o 34.  

 

! 

Mi
o
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Supplementary Discussion 3 

Space group analysis of tensor properties 

 

This section derives the predicted tensor forms for quadratic electrorotation (!"i =QijkEjEk ) that 

relates the change !"i (r) in the static rotation !i (r)  in an antidistorted structure to applied 

electric fields, Ei.  Let us consider the example of Glazer rotations a0+a0+c0+  in a cubic pervoskite 

structure in Fig. 3a. Since Φ(r) is not invariant under continuous translations in this structure, a 

space group approach is required.  We assume that the physical property tensor Qijk is invariant 

under the roto space group symmetry of !i (r) , i.e. when !"i (r) = 0  in the structure. This 

assumption is equivalent to finding an interaction term in the free energy of the crystal when 

expanding the free energy of the crystal with the physical property !i (r)  in terms of the change 

!"i (r) in this property. The conventional space group assignment is the orthorhombic space 

group 

! 

Immm " 1 , while our new roto group assignment is a tetragonal space group I4! /mmm! !1 .  

The centre-of-mass of the octahedra are located at the Wyckoff location k (conventional) and f 

(roto), both of which have 8 equivalent positions35. These eight octahedral positions are: 

 

1: (¼, ¼, ¼), 2: (¾, ¾, ¼), 3: (¾, ¼, ¾), 4: (¼, ¾, ¾), 5: (¾,¾,¾), 6: (¼,¼,¾), 7: (¼,¾,¼), 8: 

(¾,¼,¼) 

         Supplementary Equation 6 

One can now choose a set of linear combinations of !"i (r) , one for each of the eight octahedra 

listed above, that will preserve the translational symmetry of the Glazer structure.  The a0
+a0

+c0
+

structure suggests the following:  
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Lx = (!"1,x +!"4,x +!"5,x +!"8,x )! (!"2,x +!"3,x +!"6,x +!"7,x )  

Ly = (!"1,y +!"3,y +!"5,y +!"7,y )! (!"2,y +!"4,y +!"6,y +!"8,y )  

Lz = (!"1,z +!"2,z +!"5,z +!"6,z )! (!"3,z +!"4,z +!"7,z +!"8,z )  

Supplementary Equation 7 

Here the subscripts indicate the octahedral number and the component axis. One can now 

redefine the quadratic electrorotation tensor as Li =QijkEjEk . Supplementary Table 3 shows how 

these order parameters transform when operated upon by the (000)+ symmetry operations of 

space group 

! 

Immm " 1 .  

 

Supplementary Table 3:  Transformations of the order parameter components in supplementary 

Eq. (7), and electric field components Ei (i=x,y,z) under the (000)+ set of operations of the space 

group 

! 

Immm " 1 . 

 1 2z 2y 2x 

! 

1  mz my mx 

Lz  Lz  Lz  !Lz  !Lz  Lz  Lz  !Lz  !Lz  

Lx  Lx  !Lx  !Lx  Lx  Lx  !Lx  !Lx  Lx  

Ly  Ly  !Ly  Ly  !Ly  !Ly  !Ly  Ly  !Ly  

Ex Ex -Ex -Ex Ex -Ex Ex Ex -Ex 

Ey Ey -Ey Ey -Ey -Ey Ey -Ey Ey 

Ez Ez Ez -Ez -Ez -Ez -Ez Ez Ez 

 

Supplementary Table  4. Transformations of the order parameter components in supplementary 

Eq. (7), and electric field components Ei (i=x,y,z) under the (000)+ set of operations of the space 

group I4! /mmm! !1  that are not present in 

! 

Immm " 1 . 
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 4z
!  4z

!1!  2xy
!  2xy

!  4z
!  4z

!1!  mxy
!  mxy

!  

Lz  Lz  Lz  !Lz  !Lz  Lz  Lz  !Lz  !Lz  

Lx  Ly  - Ly  Ly  - Ly  Ly  - Ly  - Ly  Ly  

Ly  - Lx  Lx  Lx  - Lx  - Lx  Lx  - Lx  Lx  

Ex Ey -Ey Ey -Ey -Ey Ey Ey -Ey 

Ey -Ex Ex Ex -Ex Ex -Ex Ex -Ex 

Ez Ez Ez -Ez -Ez -Ez -Ez Ez Ez 

 

The space group I4! /mmm! !1  has more symmetries than 

! 

Immm " 1 , whose transformations are 

listed in Supplementary Table 4 for the (000)+ set: The (½, ½, ½)+ set of operations for both the 

space groups duplicate the above tables and hence are not shown.    

From the above supplementary tables, one can find invariant terms for each space group.  

For the space group 

! 

Immm " 1 , the only invariant product terms under all operations of the space 

group are LxEyEz, LzExEy, and LyEzEx.  This can be checked by multiplying the corresponding 

rows in the Supplementary Table 4 to find no change in the term for each symmetry operation. 

Similar analysis can be performed for the I4! /mmm! !1  space group. Therefore, the quadratic 

electrostriction tensor has the forms: 

 

(Qijk ) =
0 0 0 Q14 0 0
0 0 0 0 Q25 0
0 0 0 0 0 Q36

!

"

#
#
##

$

%

&
&
&&

    for the 

! 

Immm " 1  space group. 
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 (Qijk ) =
0 0 0 Q14 0 0
0 0 0 0 !Q14 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

"

#

$
$
$$

%

&

'
'
''

  for the I4! /mmm! !1  group 

Supplementary Equation 8 

 

Clearly, the larger number of symmetry operations in I4! /mmm! !1  has reduced the number of 

tensor coefficients as well as given rise to new equalities between coefficients. 
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Supplementary Discussion 4. 

Rotation reversal operation on a helical screw axis 

  

Supplementary Figure 2 |  A single infinite 32 helix with atoms (grey circles) at 0, 1/3 and 2/3 

fractional positions of the pitch along the  z-axis.   Various directions are labeled. 

 

Consider a single infinite left handed helix (Fig. 4f and Supplementary Fig. 2) with atoms 

at fractional positions 0, 1/3 and 2/3 of the pitch length along the screw axis, z. We define 

positive rotations to be counter-clockwise, the axes (x, y, z) to be right handed. In a symbol (R│t), 

the rotation (or rotation inversion) R acts first and then the translation t.  Symmetry elements of 

this helix are the translations (1|0 0 n), where n is an arbitrary integer and : 

 

 (1|0 0 0),   (3z|0 0 2/3),   (32
z|0 0 1/3),   (2a|0 0 0),   (2ab|0 0 1/3),   (2b|0 0 2/3)     

Supplementary Equation 9 

These conventional elements generate the rod group p3212  whose point group is 32. 

However, we indentify additional symmetries. First we define the operation of  1! on the 

helix as follows: the "0" atom stays in its place, and from there instead of spiraling up as a left-

0

!

! 

1 3!

! 

2 3

x

y

xy
a

b

ab

z
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handed helix (Fig. 4f) it spirals up as a right-handed helix (Fig. 4g), or vice versa.  Note that with 

this definition, in general, (R |T )1! !1! (R |T ) .  The additional symmetries are: 

 

 ( 6 |0 0 1/3)1! , ( 6!1 |0 0 2/3) 1! , (mz|0 0 0) 1! , (mx|0 0 2/3) 1! , (mxy|0 0 1/3) 1! , (my|0 0 0) 1!  

1!  ( 6 |0 0 2/3), 1!  ( 6!1 |0 0 1/3), 1!  (mz|0 0 0), 1!  (mx|0 0 1/3), 1!  (mxy|0 0 2/3), 1! (my|0 0 0) 

Supplementary Equation 10 

 

The translations (1|0 0 n) and the symmetry elements in Supplementary Equations 9 and 10 

generate a group. For point group elements, R !1! =1! !R , and consequently, the point group of 

this helical symmetry group is 6! /m!m! 2 . The order, number of elements, of this point group 

is twice that of the conventional point group 32, i.e. twelve instead of six.  

 We note that for a single helix, mirror operation such as (my|0 0 0) performs the same 

operation as 1! .  This is similar to a case where a mirror can also invert a single spin; 

nonetheless time reversal !1  is still required in order to flip spins in a lattice without translating 

them.  Similarly, a single (finite or infinite) helix can be considered analogous to a single spin in 

this respect.  If a crystal is composed of many helices (such as protein crystals), then an 

appropriate mirror will reverse the handedness of all the helices, but also translate them space.  In 

contrast, 1! will reverse the handedness of all the helices in a crystal without translating their 

center of mass in space. 
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Supplementary Discussion 5. 

Roto symmetries in continuous single and double helix structures  

Single continuous infinite helix (Figure 4b) 

The conventional symmetry group of this helix is generated by the translation  (1|0 0 Λ), and the 

two operations  

1)  (∞z|0 0 1/∞) = lim
N!"
(Nz | 0 0 # / N )  

where Nz is a rotation of 2π/N about the z-axis, and  

2)  (2y|0 0 0)  a rotation of 180o about an axis perpendicular to the z-axis  which intersects 

with the helix. 

The point group is ∞2, a group consisting of all possible rotations about the z-axis and all 2-fold 

rotations perpendicular to the z-axis. An additional generator of symmetries is the operation (mx|0 

0 0)1Φ. The point group of the new symmetry group of the helix is ! /m!m! 2  which has twice 

the number of operations as the conventional point group ∞2. Note that 1!  is a symmetry 

element in the new point group. 

 

Double helix, continuous, infinite (Figure 4c) 

For a general infinite double helix with an arbitrary shift of z = f! (0<f <1) in the z-direction 

between the two identical helical strands, Fig. 4c, the symmetry is the same as the single strand 

helix as can be seen by using a coordinate system where the y-axis splits the two strands. A 

special case of the double helix is an infinite double-helix with a relative shift (along the z-axis) 

of half a pitch (f=0.5) between the two identical helices. The generators of the symmetry group of 

this helix are the same as the two previous helixes except that the translation generator (1|0 0 Λ) 

is replaced with (1|0 0 Λ/2). The point group thus remains the same, ! /m!m! 2 .   
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Crystalline polynucleotide fibers such as DNA  

Finally, we note that a crystalline polynucleotides fiber of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is 

composed of double helices.  However, each DNA helix is composed of a sequence of four 

chemical groups, adenine(A), thymine(T), guanine(G), and cytosine(C), with an integral or non-

integral repeats per cycle of the helix 36.  The adenine on one of the helices bonds only with the 

thymine on the other helix, and similarly guanine bonds only with cytosine. As a consequence, 

the symmetry group will contain no horizontal mirror symmetries, nor 2-fold perpendicular 

symmetries.  However, in an infinite strand of DNA with screw symmetry of R1, (where R can be 

integral or non-integral rotation axis), the infinite number of vertical mirror symmetries will 

remain.  The point group is then Rm! .  
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Supplementary Note 1.  
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